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NOTE: WE STRONGLY SUGGEST THE READER TO GO THROUGH THE SECTION TITLED
“DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY” COMPLETELY BEFORE PROCEEDING TO READ THE OTHER

CONTENTS OF THIS WHITEPAPER ISSUED BY FIERCE BABY COIN. 

Any kind of information, predictions, assumptions,
and statistics represented in this whitepaper are
completely for GENERAL PURPOSES. It is advised
that the information accommodated in this
whitepaper cannot be understood as a financial,
legal, or advisory council. This whitepaper does not
lead to an INVITATION TO INVEST and does not
organize or promote any type of contractual
obligation. If you come across any queries or
doubts, we recommend that you seek assistance
from an attorney, accountant, or any other deemed
fiduciary of your choice. Any reference to external
resources or third-party material in the whitepaper
is provided for representational purposes only and
cannot be understood as any form of approval or
endorsement of their information or estimations. 

By reading this whitepaper, you agree to absolve
Fierce Baby Coin from any responsibility for any
damages arising directly or indirectly from relying
on any information provided in this document.
Regarding more queries about legislation and
regulations concerning cryptocurrency, we highly
recommend that you seek counsel from qualified
professionals and your attorney, accountant, or
trusted fiduciary. 

When drafting this whitepaper, the utmost care and
diligence were exercised to ensure the integrity of
the facts and statements mentioned in the
document. However, Fierce Baby Coin does not
guarantee the complete accuracy or legal relevancy
of the information presented in this whitepaper. 

By reviewing and seeking information about Fierce
Baby Coin, the reviewer confesses that they have
read, understood, agreed, and embraced all the
terms and conditions mentioned in the section
labeled “DISCLAIMER.”
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Meme tokens, a fascinating subset of the vast cryptocurrency universe, have
witnessed an unprecedented surge in popularity over the past few years,
thanks to their engaging and often humorous nature. These tokens are
typically inspired by internet memes or trends, fostering a sense of community
and fun among enthusiasts. While some may dismiss meme tokens as a
passing fancy, they have proven to be more than just a fad, as several meme
tokens have gained substantial traction and value in the dynamic crypto
market.

In the present-day cryptocurrency landscape, meme tokens play a pivotal role
in attracting new participants to the crypto sphere. They serve as a gateway
for many individuals who may have previously been unfamiliar with
cryptocurrencies, offering a more accessible and entertaining introduction.
Moreover, meme tokens contribute to the overall richness and variety of the
crypto ecosystem, presenting a plethora of options for investors and users
alike.
Fierce Baby Coin, a Solana-based web3 initiative, stands out as a unique
addition to the meme token landscape, offering a novel concept aimed
specifically at parents. By focusing on a niche market of parents looking to
invest in their children's future, Fierce Baby Coin aims to create a sense of
long-term value and purpose within the meme token space. Through its
dedication to providing a fun and engaging investment opportunity for
parents, Fierce Baby Coin seeks to carve out its own space in the crypto world,
highlighting the potential for meme tokens to cater to a variety of specific
interests and demographics.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fierce Fierce Baby CoinBaby Coin
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Introducing Fierce Baby Coin, a revolutionary token designed to empower parents
with a new way to invest in their children's future. We created this coin with a simple
yet powerful idea in mind: to provide parents with a fun and engaging tool to jumpstart
their child's financial journey. Imagine a digital piggy bank that not only stores value but
also grows over time, instilling valuable lessons about saving and investing from an early
age.

This coin is not just about financial gains; it's about fostering a sense of responsibility
and financial literacy in children. By investing in Fierce Baby Coin, parents can teach
their children about the importance of saving and investing, setting them up for a secure
financial future. This token is more than just a digital asset; it's a symbol of hope and
possibility, representing a brighter future for our children. 

In today's fast-paced world, it's more important than ever to start teaching
children about financial responsibility from a young age. Fierce Baby Coin is our
answer to this challenge, offering a simple yet effective way for parents to introduce
their children to the world of finance.

The native token, FBYC, is a Solana-based token. Solana is a high-performance
blockchain platform known for its speed and low transaction costs, making FBYC an
ideal meme token dedicated to parents. With Solana's fast transaction times and low
fees, FBYC holders can enjoy seamless and cost-effective transactions, ensuring that their
investment journey is smooth and hassle-free. Additionally, Solana's scalability and
secure network provide a solid foundation for the long-term growth and sustainability
of Fierce Baby Coin, making it an ideal platform for parents looking to invest in their
child's future.

AN INTRODUCTION
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To create a fun and engaging

investment opportunity for parents.

To build a community of parents who

are actively involved in their

children's financial future.

To promote financial literacy and

education for children.

To provide a secure and reliable

investment platform for parents to

invest in their child's future.
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E
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The mission of the project is,

Imagine a vibrant jungle where financial
literacy thrives and future fortunes grow!
Welcome to the Fierce Baby Coin
ecosystem, a playground for parents and
their cubs to explore the world of
cryptocurrency in a fun and engaging way.
At the heart of this jungle lies the Fierce
Baby Coin token, a digital treasure that
parents can invest in for their child's
future.

Surrounding this central token are various
elements that make up the Fierce Baby
Coin ecosystem. To put it simply, consider
our platform, "Fierce Savings Bank," as a
digital piggy bank, where parents can
securely store their tokens and watch
them grow over time. The "Cub Academy"
is a kind of virtual school where parents
and cubs can learn about financial literacy
and responsible investing through
interactive games and activities.

For the adventurous cubs, there's the
"Fierce Adventure Park," where they can
explore different investment
opportunities and learn about the value of
diversification. Our partnership with
exchanges, allows parents to buy and sell
Fierce Baby Coin tokens. Our "FBYC
Marketplace", is a bustling hub where
FBYC holders can purchase merchandise
for their children.

As cubs grow and learn, they can unlock
new features and rewards, creating a
sense of achievement and progress. The
Fierce Baby Coin ecosystem is not just
about investing; it's about creating a fun
and educational experience that prepares
cubs for a financially secure future.

Page 04
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FBYC - The Utility Meme Coin

Fierce Baby Coin (FBYC) is not more than any meme coin; it's a utility token with
the best utilities! Designed specifically for parents looking to invest in their child's
future, FBYC offers a unique blend of fun and functionality. With FBYC, parents
can not only invest in a meme coin with long-term growth potential but also
access a range of exclusive features and benefits within the Fierce Baby Coin
ecosystem. 

From the Fierce Savings Bank to the Cub Academy, FBYC unlocks a world of
financial literacy and investment opportunities for both parents and cubs alike.
The token follows a deflationary model, where the process is transparent and
verifiable, ensuring that the value of FBYC is protected and potentially increasing
its value over time.

Page 05
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Token Utilities

Invest in FBYC tokens, HODL as your child
grows. Not only your child grows, but also
your savings - FBYC tokens accrue value
over time.

A portion of the tokens used in
transactions and fees is systematically
burned, reducing the total supply of FBYC
in circulation. This deflationary model
creates scarcity, driving up the value of
each FBYC token and benefiting long-
term holders. 

FBYC token holders can enroll their cubs in
the Cub Academy, where they can learn
about financial literacy and investment
strategies in a fun and engaging way.

Use FBYC tokens to purchase
merchandise for our cubs at our exclusive
marketplace.

 Receive periodic Parental Payouts in
FBYC tokens as a reward for actively
participating in the Fierce Baby Coin
community and contributing to its
growth.

Through FBYC, parents can connect, share
insights, and participate in exclusive events
and discussions focused on financial
education for children. It acts as a
supportive environment for parents to
learn and grow together.

Participate in future projects and initiatives launched by Fierce Baby Coin that aim to benefit
parents and cubs, with exclusive perks for FBYC token holders.

HODL and Earn Token Burn

Cub Academy

FBYC Marketplace

Parental Payouts

Access to a Community Exclusive for Parents

Future Projects



FBYC Metaverse
The future of Fierce Baby Coin (FBYC) is filled with promising opportunities. As the
metaverse rapidly expands, FBYC envisions a virtual realm where parents and
their children can interact, learn, and evolve together in a gamified setting.
Envision a virtual world dedicated to Fierce Baby Coin where children can
immerse themselves in educational adventures, participate in financial
simulations, and socialize with other families, all made possible by FBYC tokens.

Moreover, the incorporation of gamification elements can enhance the appeal of
learning about financial literacy and investment strategies. By gamifying the
experience, our platform strives to make financial education enjoyable and
approachable for children, empowering them to make informed decisions about
their financial future from a young age. As the project progresses, FBYC intends
to introduce additional features and forge partnerships that enrich the utility and
value of FBYC tokens, promising a bright and prosperous future for both parents
and their children.

Page 06
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Token Details

Token Distribution

Public Sale
40%

Liquidity Pool
35%

Marketing & Growth
15%

Team & Advisors
10%

FBYC
TOKEN SYMBOL 

CAPPED OWNABLE

40%

35%

15%

10%

1,000,000,000 9

Fierce Baby Coin
TOKEN NAME

SOLANA
TOKEN
BLOCKCHAIN

SUPPLY TYPE ACCESS TYPE

VERIFIED
SOURCE CODE

BURNABLE

Public Sale

Liquidity Pool

Marketing and Growth

Team and Advisors

TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY DECIMAL

MINTABLE
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Lockup
Period

Burning
Details

Initial
Liquidity

(15% of the FBYC tokens) -
12 months. Locking the
liquidity pool tokens
prevents the team from
withdrawing them and
potentially manipulating
the price.This creates
confidence in investors
that the project is
committed to long-term
success.

The FBYC team can hold
periodic burn events where
a specific amount of tokens
from the Marketing &
Development allocation
(15%) is burned. This could
be done to celebrate
milestones, community
engagement initiatives, or
deflationary purposes.

350,000,000 FBYC tokens
- This represents 35% of
the total supply and will be
deposited into a liquidity
pool on a decentralized
exchange (DEX) like
Raydium. Having a large
initial liquidity pool allows
for easier buying and
selling of FBYC tokens.

Whitepaper V-1.0 May 2024

Liquidity Details

Market Research and Concept
Development

Conduct comprehensive market
research
Develop the concept of FBYC

Platform Development

Build the FBYC platform
Creation of FBYC token, smart
contracts, and user interface
Implement features and
functionalities

Marketing and Community Building

Launch targeted marketing
campaigns
Build strong community through
social media and forums
Foster engagement and loyalty
through conducting events

Token Deployment and Token Sale

Deploy FBYC token on Solana
Blockchain
Begin token sale
List FBYC on popular exchanges

Future Initiatives and Partnerships

Explore partnerships to promote
FBYC
Implement metaverse and
gamification elements
Continuously expand use case
and add more features

Roadmap
Page 08
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Joseph Carter
COO
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CONTACTCONTACT

www.fiercebabycoin.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/fiercebaby-coin-8a2577304/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/346133571778370
https://t.me/FierceBabyTokenOfficialChat
https://www.instagram.com/fiercebabycoin/
https://www.youtube.com/@FierceBabyCoin
https://x.com/FierceBabyCoin
http://www.fiercebabycoin.com/

